Objective:
Set up a course web page, subscribe to the CERT Advisory list, and practice using the on-line forum.

What to do:
1. Create a web page that will be used to index the rest of your assignments. It should contain links to all the assignments that you will do for this class, including homework, papers and your case study. The only active link on it when you hand it in should be a self-referential link for Homework 1. Example: http://josquin.cti.depaul.edu/~rburke/courses/f03/ect582/hwk/course-pg-example.html. I will create an overall index page for all students that will ease the task of grading and also allow you to easily look at each other's assignments.
2. Subscribe to the CERT® Advisory Mailing List. Print out the response from the mail server showing your successful subscription.
3. Post a test message to the "Test" forum on Course On-Line. Then, print out the "View Article" page showing your message.

What to turn in:
1. Email me the URL of your web page.
2. Turn in the response from the CERT Advisory list server showing your subscription.
3. Turn in the print out of your test message on the Test forum.